
The Racing Car Show 2011 

 

 

… or to give it its full title, The Autosport International & 

Pistonheads: The Performance Car Show & Fifth Gear Live Action 

Arena: Phew! Like so many exhibitions once held in London the R.C.S.   

made the journey to the NEC some years ago, which apart from being 

a far more sensible place geographically also allows much more 

flexibility in the way that it is staged. Staged is the optimum word 

too, for like so many previously-prosaic things in life more than a 

touch of showbusiness now graces the exhibition, as the Live Action 

Arena showed.  

 

As I intended to report on the day from an Italian car perspective 

Things got off to a good start here, with Tiff Needell  arriving in a 

new Abarth 500 and exercising it in an Autotest. After some chat 

and driving from Tiff and his co-presenter Jason Plato, various 

demonstrations and races by a variety of usual and less-usual 

racing cars took place, topped off by possibly the most entertaining 

action – Reliant Robin racing! Yes, there was a strong degree of 

showbusiness about all this, but at least the presenters were 

serious motorsport figures -respectively a 14-times Le Mans 

competitor and the current British Touring Car Champion- rather 

than the Italian car destroyers employed by the BBC. 

 

Ears ringing after an hour of squealing, smoking tyres and very 

much on-the-cam racing engines, we went in search of Italian interest 

among the static exhibits. To be truthful there was not a great deal 

to be found, but what there was often turned out to be of a 

surprising nature.  

 

Modern Ferraris of various types were located throughout the 

halls, this one in the currently in-vogue matt black looking very 

purposeful. 

       

The only Lancia spotted was a still-memorable rally Delta in the 

Coys auction … 



… where this very rare racing De Tomaso Pantera was also located. 

A road-going example can be seen just behind it and a Maserati Merak 

and a Bizzarini were also up for grabs. 

      

A real find was an Alfa 183T F1 car, something very interesting if 

not from one of their most productive motorsport ventures. It’s a 

pity that the person responsible for allocating the tyres had 

chalked ‘Alpha’ on one of them though! 

 

Other competition cars included this Maserati 250F (or was it one 

of those Cameron Millar versions made with a strong original part 

content?) … 

    

… and a beautiful Osella Abarth sports racer. 

 

Abarth brings us to the only Fiat Group representation, although  

most of the stand was given over to an amazing and huge 500 Abarth 

racing game that was very popular with the public. 

    

Fiat 500 Abarths were to be found elsewhere too, along with a 

£400 127 trials car (now that is cheap motorsport!) … 



… and an Autograss car which began life as a Seicento but now 

houses TWO transverse four cylinder engines in its rear. 

   

 

Elsewhere you could buy a driving share in a Ferrari 458… 

   

… or even buy a real Lamborghini Gallardo convertible (only 9000 

miles, only £82000) … 

 

… or simply try and stay above it all, like this Abarth girl. 



All in all it was an interesting day out and while rather different 

from such events of old it certainly pulls in a huge number of 

people. It also surely makes the point that Britain is still the 

motorsport capital of the world. 

 

MJB 


